Motivation: We present techniques for increasing the speed of sequence analysis using scoring matrices. Our techniques are based on calculating, for a given scoring matrix, the quantile function, which assigns a probability, or p, value to each segmental score. Our techniques also permit the user to specify a p threshold to indicate the desired tradeo between sensitivity and speed for a particular sequence analysis. The resulting increase in speed should allow scoring matrices to beused more widely in large-scale sequencing and annotation projects.
Introduction
Large-scale projects in sequencing and annotation, including the many genome projects now underway, require increasing speed in sequence analysis. Speed is important not only because of the increasing numbers of query sequences, but also because of the growing size of pattern databases that are used to match queries. In addition, sequence analyses are most informative when they attach probability v alues to results, so that accurate inferences may bedrawn. In this paper, we develop techniques for analyzing sequences rapidly and probabilistically using scoring matrices. Our techniques are implemented in a package of computer programs called ematrix, which analyzes sequences several times more quickly than existing programs.
Our approach is novel in large part because we allow the user to trade o speed and sensitivity explicitly by specifying a probability, o r p , threshold. This threshold indicates the desired level of statistical signi cance for a particular analysis. A low p threshold corresponds to a highly speci c analysis, limited to those hits that are statistically very signi cant. Such an analysis should produce relatively few false positives, but may miss more distant sequence relationships. On the other hand, if the user speci es a high p threshold, he can analyze a particular sequence with high sensitivity. In our approach, the trade-o occurs because speci c analyses can be performed at relatively high speed, whereas sensitive analyses require more time.
For example, at a p threshold of 10 ,6 , our program attains speeds of 225 residues second; at a p threshold of 10 ,20 , the speed rises to 541 residues second. These speeds are based on a database of 12,177 alignment blocks, and would change linearly with the number of blocks. In this paper, we show that our program is several times faster than other programs that use scoring matrices, such as blimps Wallace and Heniko , 1992 and blocksearch Fuchs, 1993; Fuchs, 1994 . Accordingly, w e en-vision that our approach can beused successfully for a wide range of applications: both for genome-wide analyses|which require both high speci city and high speed| and for individual sequence analyses|which usually call for more sensitivity at the expense of speed.
Our program ematrix performs sequence analysis using scoring matrices, which are used widely in bioinformatics. A scoring matrix represents a n ucleic acid or protein segment in a family of related sequences; other terms for this type of construct include weight matrices Stormo and Hartzell III, 1989; Staden, 1990 , pro les Gribskov et al., 1987 , and position-speci c scoring matrices Heniko , 1996 . A scoring matrix S represents a gapless local alignment of a sequence family. The alignment consists of several contiguous positions; each position is represented by a column in the scoring matrix. In turn, each column j consists of a vector of scores S j a, one score for each possible residue a. We use the term residue" to refer to an amino acid or nucleotide, depending on whether we are analyzing protein or nucleic acid sequences, respectively.
A scoring matrix can be used in sequence analysis by sliding the matrix along the sequence and computing segmental scores. Each segmental score is simply the sum of the appropriate matrix entries, with each residue corresponding to a score in a column of the matrix. Speci cally, for a sequence consisting of the residues a 1 ; : : : ; a L , and a segment of width J beginning at position k 1 k L , J + 1, the segmental score is
S j a k+j ,1 1 Intuitively, a higher segmental score indicates a greater likelihood that the sequence matches the given scoring matrix. The precise nature of this relationship is a key issue in this paper, and, in fact, the explicit computation of this relationship makes our speed-up techniques possible.
Several databases of alignment blocks are now a v ailable, including blocks Heniko and Heniko , 1991, prints Attwood and Beck, 1994, pfam Bateman et al., 1999, prodom Corpet et al., 1999 and domo Gracy and Argos, 1998 . These databases make it possible to identify the function of a sequence by comparing it against every alignment block. To do this with scoring matrices, each alignment block must rst be converted into a scoring matrix. Many methods for this conversion have been developed Gribskov et al., 1987; Lawrence et al., 1993; Brown et al., 1993; Tatusov et al., 1994; Heniko et al., 1995; Heniko and Heniko , 1996; Sj olander et al., 1996; Wu et al., 1999 . For a given alignment block, each conversion method produces a slightly di erent scoring matrix. Thus, conversion methods may be judged based on their ability to represent accurately the alignment block and the underlying family of sequences. In fact, one of the contributions of the ematrix project, described elsewhere in Wu et al., 1999 , has been to develop a conversion method based on minimal-risk estimation, and to show that the resulting minimal-risk scoring matrices are more accurate than other types of scoring matrices.
However, in this paper, we focus on a di erent aspect of the ematrix project, our techniques for increasing the speed of sequence analysis. These techniques can be applied to any scoring matrix, regardless of how i t w as constructed, and are therefore independent of the conversion method. Therefore, in this paper, we will not discuss issues of scoring matrix construction, but assume that we have converted a set of alignment blocks to a set of scoring matrices. Once we have constructed the scoring matrices, we h a v e essentially determined the segmental scores for any given sequence.
To give those scores a probabilistic interpretation, we need to compute the relationship between segmental scores and probability, or p, values. These p values represent the probability of obtaining the given score in a random segment. Our model of randomness can be de ned by using either an independence assumption or a Markov assumption. In the independence assumption, which has been used most often, we assume that residue frequencies at each position in a random segment are independent of other positions. In contrast, in the Markov assumption, we assume that residue frequencies at each position depend on the residues at one or more neighboring positions. We may apply each assumption to a given scoring matrix to compute its relationship between segmental scores and p values. This relationship is called a quantile function. A major contribution of this paper is to show that the quantile function can be used in conjunction with the user-speci ed p threshold to speed up sequence analysis. For each scoring matrix, this p threshold corresponds to a score threshold, which w e can then exploit to achieve faster speeds. We h a v e developed three techniques for this type of speed-up: 1 signi cance ltering, 2 lookahead scoring, and 3 permuted lookahead scoring.
In signi cance ltering, we need only store those segments and scoring matrices where the segmental score exceeds the score threshold for that matrix. This technique speeds up sequence analysis by eliminating the need to store and sort large numbers of potential hits.
In lookahead scoring, we add a test step to signi cance ltering. For each intermediate score of a segment, we test whether the nal score could possibly exceed the score threshold. If we can predict that a segment will fail to achieve the score threshold, then we can terminate scoring early and proceed to the next segment. To implement l o o k ahead scoring, we compute a set of intermediate score thresholds for each scoring matrix, one threshold for each column.
Permuted lookahead scoring is similar to lookahead scoring, except that we score each segment b y e v aluating the residues in a particular order. The order is designed to maximize the likelihood that we will terminate scoring early. The earlier we can terminate the scoring process, the faster we can perform sequence analysis.
Methods

Quantile Function
To perform signi cance ltering, we must rst relate each score T to its p value. This relationship is called the quantile function, which gives the score that corresponds to a given p value. We compute the quantile function through its inverse, the complementary cumulative distribution function complementary CDF. In turn, we compute the complementary CDF by performing a summation over the probability mass function PMF.
Let us denote the segmental score by the random variable X, and the PMF of X by fx. Then, for a particular segmental score T, the p value is
The value of GT is the probability of observing a score that is greater than or equal to the observed score T, under the null hypothesis. The null hypothesis in our case is that the segment is random.
Several methods for computing the PMF have been proposed. One method is to apply the scoring matrix empirically to a database of random sequences, such as swissprot Bairoch and Apweiler, 1996 , and then tabulate the relative frequency of scores. This method is used by the curators of the blocks database. Each alignment block in the blocks database reports a score at the 99:5th percentile, where the percentiles are tabulated by taking the maximum segmental score for each sequence.
Another method is to compute the probability recursively through each column of the scoring matrix McLachlan, 1983; Staden, 1989; Tatusov et al., 1994 . In this method, each position in a random sequence is represented by a background frequency vector q = hq1; : : : ; q j A j i where A is the set of possible residues. The background frequencies can be obtained from the relative frequencies of residues in a large sequence database. We then compute the PMF recursively, column by column: where the function x is equal to 1.0 for x = 0 and zero otherwise. Essentially, w e begin with the entire probability mass at score x = 0. Then, at each column j, we obtain a revised version of the PMF, f j x, based on the previous PMF. We look back for scores in the previous PMF that could generate x; these scores are simply
x , S j a for all possible residues a. The nal iteration yields the desired PMF fx.
This method assumes that positions in a random sequence are independent and identically distributed. We n o w extend the recursive PMF method to handle random sequences under a Markov assumption, where the probability distribution at each position depends on the context of previous positions. In the Markov assumption, each position is represented by a contextual frequency vector q C , with elements q C a, where C is a certain numbercof upstream residues. For example, in a second-order Markov model, the context C would consist of the two residues upstream of the given position. The contextual frequency vectors q C can becompiled by tabulating oligomers in a large sequence database.
Under the Markov assumption, we distribute the recursive process over all pos- is not a PMF, because its total mass will be less than 1. However, the sum of the functions f j C over all C will contain total mass of 1. The PMF is represented by summing over all contexts C.
Once we h a v e the PMF fx, we can compute the complementary CDF GT b y summation Equation 2. Then, we have the quantile function, which is the inverse function, G ,1 p. Given a p threshold p , the quantile function generates a score threshold T = dG ,1 p e. Because we h a v e computed GT for all possible segmental scores, we can determine the score threshold readily for any given p threshold.
Signi cance Filtering
In signi cance ltering, we use the quantile function for each scoring matrix to convert the user-speci ed p threshold p into a score threshold T . Then, we retain a segment only if its score is equal to or exceeds T and discard it otherwise.
To implement signi cance ltering, we would like to store the quantile function function for each scoring matrix. However, it would be prohibitively expensive to store the quantile function for all values of p . Therefore, we store the quantile function only at certain intervals. Our current implementation stores the quantile function at multiples of 10 from 10 ,1 through 10 ,40 . Figure 1 shows the quantile function for an example scoring matrix, stored at Fig. 1 these intervals. Suppose the user speci es a p threshold of 10 ,6 . Then, the corresponding score threshold is ,148. If we desire a more speci c sequence analysis, at p = 10 ,10 , the score threshold rises to T = 182, thereby allowing fewer segments to match. If a segment does exceed the score threshold, indicating a positive hit, we would like to report its p value. For this task, we need the complementary CDF GT, so we should be able to use its inverse, the stored quantile function. However, because we have stored the quantile function only at certain intervals, we must perform interpolation. To determine the p value of a given score T, w e use log-linear interpolation on the stored points T 0 and T 1 :
GT exp log GT 0 + T , T 0 T 1 , T 0 log GT 1 , log GT 0 9
Lookahead Scoring
With signi cance ltering, we compare the nal segmental score with a score threshold T . However, it is possible to evaluate the acceptability of a segment midway through its computation. In lookahead scoring, we compare intermediate scores with intermediate score thresholds. We can derive i n termediate score thresholds by knowing the maximum possible score for the remainder of the segment. If the intermediate score is less than the required threshold at any point, then we can terminate the scoring process early. The idea behind lookahead scoring is similar in spirit to the A algorithm for search problems Hart et al., 1968 , although here we are trying to nd satisfactory scores rather than optimal scores.
The intermediate score threshold at column j is based on the maximum possible score in columns j + 1 through J. We call this quantity the maximal remainder score:
which is a summation of the maximum scores in columns j + 1 through J. This quantity can be pre-computed and stored for each scoring matrix. Then, the intermediate score threshold at column j is T , Z 
Permuted Lookahead Scoring
Previously, we have used the values in scoring matrices sequentially from position 1 through position J. However, we may evaluate the residues in a given segment in any order. With lookahead scoring, the sooner we can reject a segment, the better. Therefore, we i n v estigate the possibility o f e v aluating scoring matrices in a permuted order, giving rise to the strategy of permuted lookahead scoring.
Suppose that we have a permutation = h 1 ; : : : ; J i , where j indicates the position to be evaluated at step j. Then, we simply compute both the intermediate scores and the intermediate score thresholds in this order. As before, if the intermediate score is less than the corresponding threshold, we can terminate scoring early.
It would seem that the additional cost of the permuted lookahead scoring, compared with standard lookahead scoring, would be two lookups in the permutation , one to nd the right residue in the segment and one to nd the right entry in the scoring matrix. However, we can eliminate the latter step by storing the scoring matrix in permuted order.
The issue then remains of how to compute the permutation . Each column in a scoring matrix has a maximal score and an expected score, respectively:
where the values of qa are the background frequencies discussed previously. The key statistic should be the di erence between these scores. If the expected score for a column is low relative to the maximal score, then it is more likely that the column will cause the lookahead condition will fail. Because we would like t o k n o w as early as possible whether the segment will fail to achieve the desired score threshold, we should order the columns according to their di erences in expected and maximal scores, E j , M j . We compute this di erence for each column in the scoring matrix and create the permutation by ordering the columns from largest di erence to smallest di erence.
As Figure 2 dashed lines shows, this permutation causes the crossover point t o move earlier, from column 6.4 to 4.7 for p = 1 0 , 10 , and from column 10.0 to 7.8 for p = 1 0 , 6 . This di erence contributes somewhat to faster sequence analysis, by an amount that we quantify in the Results section.
Implementation
The auxiliary information needed for the above techniques can be computed for each scoring matrix in advance, because databases of alignment blocks change relatively infrequently. We pre-compute and store the auxiliary information as part of the process of converting a set of alignment blocks into a set of scoring matrices. The ematrix package is designed to perform both the conversion and pre-analysis steps, using the programs ematrix-maker and ematrix-build, respectively. The ematrix package also includes software for performing the actual sequence analysis, in the program ematrix-search. If the user has a particular alignment block of interest, he can use the program ematrix-maker to create a scoring matrix, and the program ematrix-scan to compare the scoring matrix against a set of sequences, such as swissprot Bairoch and Apweiler, 1996 .
The ematrix package is written in the programming languages C and Perl. The ematrix-build program runs ematrix-makeron a database of alignment blocks to create a database of permuted scoring matrices. This program also computes, for each scoring matrix, a set of score thresholds for various p thresholds and a set of maximal remainder scores, one for each column in the matrix. These data are converted into binary les for fast input. Each alignment block also has a brief description, and these descriptions are stored in a separate binary le, along with pointers, so that descriptions may be accessed randomly. This implementation detail ts well with our signi cance ltering strategy, which requires that only a small fraction of descriptions beread, thereby making random access useful.
The conversion process of ematrix-build requires several hours for current databases, largely because of the time needed to compute the complementary CDF for each scoring matrix. This time is lengthened considerably by the use of higher- Once computed, however, the new databases can be used repeatedly for rapid sequence analysis. Because standard databases of alignment blocks exist, we can apply ematrix-build to produce standard databases of scoring matrices and auxiliary data structures. The standard ematrix databases are updated in sync with new re-leases of alignment blocks. Currently, the standard ematrix database is kept in sync with blocksplus Heniko et al., 1999 , which contains alignment blocks, taken from the blocks, prints, pfam, domo, and prodom databases. Nonstandard or specialized databases of alignment blocks can also beprocessed with ematrixbuild, and the resulting scoring matrices can beused by ematrix-search to perform sequence analysis.
Results
We perform four experiments to quantify the e cacy of our techniques. First, we assess the speed of our techniques and compare them with one another, as well as with existing programs. Second, we analyze why lookahead scoring is so e ective. Third, we compare the probability distributions obtained using Markov-based computations versus independence-based computations. Finally, w e give a probabilistic interpretation to existing empirical methods for scoring matrix analysis.
Speed of Sequence Analysis
In this test, we compiled sequence analysis programs on a Silicon Graphics O2 machine with an R10000 processor at 175 MHz, using 32-bit, level-2 optimization. We measured the total processing time required to analyze all 100 sequences, using the user CPU time reported by the Unix time command. The accuracy of this timing procedure can beestimated roughly from repeated runs of ematrix-search. We used 36 measurements in this experiment described later for which the running time was essentially independent of the p threshold. We obtained a standard error of 0.26 seconds compared with a mean of 370.4 seconds, which suggests a relative error of approximately 0.1.
We selected 100 sequences at random from the swissprot database, version 36. These sequences contained a total of 63,496 amino acids, or an average of 635 amino acids persequence. For sequence analysis, we used the blocksplus database, version 11.0 November1998, which contains 12,177 alignment blocks. The width of the alignment blocks varies from 5 to 55 positions, with an average of 24.2 positions.
We tested the blimps program, version 3.2.5 January 1999, previously called patmat Wallace and Heniko , 1992 . This program required a total of 4001.2 seconds to analyze the sequences, or 15.9 residues second. We performed the same analysis using the blocksearch program Fuchs, 1993; Fuchs, 1994, version We then analyzed the same 100 sequences using the ematrix-search program, under the three methods of signi cance ltering, lookahead scoring, and permuted lookahead scoring. We selected 36 p thresholds from 10 ,5 to 10 ,40 at multiples of 10. With signi cance ltering, the 36 di erent p thresholds had little e ect on speed. And as we noted previously, these CPU times allowed us to estimate the precision of our timing procedure. Signi cance ltering required 370.4 seconds 171.4 residues second to analyze all 100 sequences.
In contrast, the speed of lookahead scoring and permuted lookahead scoring depended greatly on the p threshold. For lookahead scoring, the total time ranged from 342.9 seconds 185.2 residues second for p = 10 ,5 , to 62.3 seconds 1019.2 residues second for p = 10 ,40 . For permuted lookahead scoring, the total time ranged from 305.2 seconds 208.0 residues second to 58.9 seconds 1078.0 residues second for p = 1 0 , 40 . Over all p thresholds, permuted lookahead scoring was between 5.8 and 20.6 percent faster than sequential lookahead scoring, with an average speed increase of 15.6 percent. The total set of speeds is plotted in Figure 3 . 
Analysis of Lookahead Scoring
To understand why lookahead scoring and permuted lookahead scoring are so powerful, we performed further analysis of these techniques. Both lookahead scoring methods allow our program to examine only a fraction of the residues. We therefore analyzed the savings a orded by the lookahead scoring methods, in terms of the fraction of residues examined. We modi ed our ematrix-search program to report the total number of residues that it examined for each scoring matrix, as well as the potential number of residues that it would have examined without lookahead scoring. We measured the results for p thresholds from 10 ,5 to 10 ,40 . For the input sequence, we concatenated the 100 sequences used in our previous analysis into a single sequence.
The analysis is shown in Figure 4 . For each p threshold, the gure shows the Fig. 4 fraction of residues examined, averaged over all scoring matrices, for the lookahead scoring and permuted lookahead scoring techniques. Lookahead scoring examines only 62 percent of the residues at a p threshold of 10 ,5 ; 40 percent at 10 ,10 ; and 17 percent a t 1 0 , 20 . Permuted lookahead scoring examines even fewer residues: 49, 30, and 13 percent, respectively. Both methods reach an asymptotic limit as p becomes smaller. This limit occurs because the methods must evaluate at least one residue in each segment of length J, whereas signi cance ltering evaluates all J residues. The scoring matrices in blocksplus have an average width of 24:2 residues, meaning that the savings must reach an asymptotic limit of 1=24:2, or 4.1 percent.
Markov Computation of Probability Values
In this paper, we have introduced a method for computing the probability mass function and quantile function under a Markov assumption. Our method extends existing methods for calculating the PMF under an independence assumption. The independence and Markov assumptions yield di erent complementary CDFs, and hence di erent p values for a given score. We performed an analysis to compare the results of using a rst-order and second-order Markov assumption against an independence assumption.
We c hose 100 blocks at random from the blocksplus database. For each block, we computed the PMF and the corresponding complementary CDF under the independence, rst-order, and second-order assumptions. In these computations, we used the marginal frequencies qa and the rst-order and second-order Markov frequencies q C a observed over all sequences in swissprot, v ersion 36.
In 
Probabilistic Interpretation of Empirical Scores
Our methods for assessing segmental scores enable us to give a probabilistic interpretation to existing empirical methods for scoring matrix analysis. The empirical approach is embodied in the blocksplus database, where each alignment block is labeled with its 99.5th percentile score over all sequences in swissprot. The blocksplus database essentially provides only a single quantile score, out of an entire distribution of scores. In addition, the semantics of empirical quantile scores are di erent from that of our quantile scores. The empirical distribution is computed by tabulating the maximum score for each sequence in swissprot. Therefore, an extreme value distribution Castillo, 1988 is inherent to the empirical scores, and this distribution depends on the distribution of lengths of sequences in swissprot. On the other hand, our quantile scores are based on the application of a scoring matrix to a single segment, and therefore represent the original distribution, before any consideration of extreme values.
With these di erences in mind, we performed a probabilistic analysis of the empirically derived 99.5th percentile scores in blocksplus. First, we computed the scoring matrices corresponding to the alignment blocks in blocksplus. These scoring matrices are computed using a position-speci c" method Heniko and Heniko , 1996 , which adds 5N pseudocounts to each position, where N is the number of distinct amino acids observed in the position. We computed each scoring matrix using the program pssm, a v ailable from the authors of blocksplus, and then applied our methods to the resulting scoring matrix.
For each scoring matrix, we computed the complementary CDFs under the independence, rst-order, and second-order assumptions. We then looked up the probability v alue corresponding to the 99.5th percentile score listed in the blocksplus database. For the second-order assumption, we computed the complementary CDF only for one-tenth of the scoring matrices, because the computation time for all blocks would have required several days. We compiled probability v alues separately for the ve databases contained within blocksplus, and computed statistics using both raw p values and their logarithms, base 10.
The mean and standard deviation values are shown in Table 1. The table shows Tab. 1 that the 99.5th percentile corresponds on average to a p value of 1:45 10 ,5 under the independence assumption, 1:48 10 ,5 under the rst-order assumption, and 1:5310 ,5 under the second-order assumption. On the log base 10 scale, the averages are approximately ,4:86, which corresponds to a p value of 1:38 10 ,5 .
We show the density function for the rst-order Markov assumption in Figure 6 . Fig. 6 The density functions for the independence assumption and second-order Markov assumption not shown are very similar. The graph shows that most of the p values lie in the range from ,4:5 to ,5:5. However, there is a long tail towards the left,
indicating that a few empirically determined scores correspond to relatively small p values.
Discussion
The architecture of the ematrix package di ers in four main ways from existing packages for sequence analysis with scoring matrices. First, our approach depends on probabilistic distributions of segmental scores, such as the complementary CDF and quantile functions. Quantile functions essentially provide a way to calibrate scoring matrices. Scoring matrices have traditionally been calibrated by empirical methods, by computing the distribution of segmental scores against a real-world sequence database. For example, the curators of the blocksplus database compile the distribution of the maximum segmental scores for each sequence, and store the 99.5th percentile score with each alignment block. However, a single score can provide only a binary test of signi cance, whereas a stored quantile function permit a p value to be assigned to each hit. Second, our approach permits accurate comparisons across scoring matrices. Score-based programs, such as blimps and blocksearch, typically rank hits according to their raw scores. However, a score from one scoring matrix may not compare well with a score from another scoring matrix. Raw scores depend heavily on such variables as the width of scoring matrices and the way in which they are scaled. Probability distributions provide a uniform standard with which we can compare hits across scoring matrices and interpret their statistical signi cance.
Third, our approach computes probability and other auxiliary information at compile time, rather than run time. We perform the necessary analysis of each scoring matrix when we convert a database of alignment blocks into a database of scoring matrices. We therefore perform most of the computing work in the preanalysis stage, and store computations that would otherwise have to be performed for each sequence analysis. Thus, the ematrix system involves a close linkage between database construction and sequence analysis.
Finally, our approach introduces a tradeo between speed and sensitivity, by allowing the user to specify a desired p threshold in advance. Di erent thresholds can beused for di erent searching tasks, ranging from analyses of single sequences to entire genomes. Previously, the fastest program for sequence analysis using scoring matrices was the blocksearch program of Fuchs 1993 Fuchs , 1994 . However, blocksearch can potentially sacri ce accuracy, because it may fail to report some high-scoring segments. The program blocksearch depends on the observation that many alignment blocks in blocks contain singleton positions, those with only a single amino acid. The program exploits this observation by reporting only segments that contain the conserved amino acid, thereby a c hieving high speed. However, some segments may nevertheless achieve high scores, even if they do not contain the conserved amino acid, and these segments are not reported by blocksearch. The technique of blocksearch depends on a particular characteristic of conservation in the blocks database, which derives from the particular way in which it is generated Smith et al., 1990 . In contrast, our techniques make no assumptions about the presence of singleton positions or the method of scoring matrix construction, and are more broadly applicable.
The blimps program also performs sequence analysis by ranking segmental scores. This program maintains segmental scores in an ordered fashion by using a skiplist data structure Pugh, 1990 . The skiplist data structure is a variant of a linked list that allows one to insert each new entry in Olog L time, where L is the length of the linked list. Thus, for a total of N scoring matrices, the N segmental scores can be maintained in a linked list in ON log N time. However, if we simply sort the list of segmental scores at the end of the scoring process, rather than maintaining an or-dered list throughout the scoring process, an implementation without skiplists would also require ON log N time. The ematrix-search program essentially avoids the sorting issue altogether by using signi cance ltering to limit the number of hits that must be stored and ranked.
Sequence analysis using scoring matrices is becoming increasingly popular. Recently, the program psi-blast Altschul et al., 1997 has been developed to perform sequence similarity search with a scoring matrix as a query. This program generates a scoring matrix through several iterations, with the rst iteration starting with a single query sequence. The statistics of psi-blast are based on the underlying method of blast Altschul et al., 1990 . The task that psi-blast performs is somewhat di erent from that performed by ematrix-search, where we match a query sequence against a database of known scoring matrices. Our analogue of psi-blast is ematrix-scan, which matches a scoring matrix against a sequence database.
Virtually all sequence analysis programs must address the problem of multiple inference, which arises because numerous statistical tests must be performed during each analysis. The more tests that are performed, the more likely it is to achieve a low p score by chance. Thus, some correction is often performed to account for the multiple inferences performed. In our program, the p values computed by our procedure refer to a single application of a scoring matrix to a single segment, and therefore have not yet been corrected for multiple inferences.
There exist several methods for handling the multiple inference problem. One method is to compute an extreme value distribution that gives the p value for the maximum value from a series of segment scores Castillo, 1988; Goldstein and Waterman, 1994 . We h a v e elected not to compute extreme value distributions, because we would have to store several distributions in anticipation of the di erent input sequence lengths. Moreover, the extreme value distribution still does not account for the fact that we are making inferences over multiple scoring matrices. Another solution to the multiple inference problem is to use a Bonferroni correction to replace the p threshold p by 1 , 1 , p N , where N is the numberof tests performed. Here, for each sequence, the numberof tests is equal to BL , J + 1, where B is the number of scoring matrices, L is the length of the given sequence, and J is the average width of the scoring matrices. The Bonferroni correction could beapplied easily in our case by modifying the p threshold. In our experience, our segment-based p values correspond to biologically meaningful results, given an appropriate threshold.
The ematrix package is an example of the pattern-based approach to sequence analysis, which contrasts with similarity search programs, such as fasta Pearson and Lipman, 1988 or blast Altschul et al., 1990 . Speci cally, ematrix uses patterns represented as scoring matrices. In previous work, we h a v e explored the use of other pattern representations, such as discrete motifs. Our approach to discrete motifs is implemented in the emotif package for sequence analysis, which we have described elsewhere Nevill-Manning et al., 1997; Nevill-Manning et al., 1998. Hence, the ematrix package performs the same functions as emotif, except that it relies on scoring matrices instead of discrete motifs. One advantage of discrete motifs is they can match segments with high speed. We h a v e found that emotif achieves speeds of approximately 1000 residues second, using a database of 50,000 discrete motifs from blocks, v ersion 10.0. This speed exceeds those obtained by using scoring matrices, unless we specify extremely low p thresholds. However, because discrete matches are binary, rather than probabilistic, discrete motifs are typically less sensitive than scoring matrices. The techniques developed in this paper therefore make it possible to use scoring matrices at relatively high speed, and to apply them to large-scale projects in sequence analysis and annotation.
Figure Legends from block 21B kringle domain proteins from blocksplus 11.0. This block contains 32 protein segments, each h a ving a width of 18 amino acids. The scoring matrix was computed by the square-error minimal-risk method described in Wu et al., 1999 , using the blosum62 substitution matrix. Quantiles were computed using a rst-order Markov assumption. Two points are highlighted with dashed lines, corresponding to p thresholds of 10 ,6 score = ,148 and 10 ,10 score = ,182. For a p threshold of 10 ,6 , the crossover points occur at columns 10:0 standard ordering and 7:8 permuted ordering. For 10 ,10 , crossover occurs at columns 6:5 and 4:7, respectively. Figure 3 Speed of sequence analysis as a function of p threshold. For all programs, speeds were measured on a set of 100 randomly selected protein sequences, containing a total of 63,496 residues, against the 12,177 blocks in blocksplus 11.0. For signi cance ltering, lookahead scoring, and permuted lookahead scoring, measurements were performed on p thresholds ranging from 10 ,5 to 10 ,40 at multiples of 10. The dashed line shows an asymptotic level of 4:1 percent, derived from the average width of 24:2 over all alignment blocks in blocksplus 11.0.
Figure 4 E ciency of lookahead scoring. The graph shows the fraction of residues examined, where the fraction is determined relative to the numberof residues examined by signi cance ltering. The performance of both lookahead scoring and permuted lookahead scoring were analyzed, on a set of 100 randomly selected protein sequences. Measurements were performed at probability thresholds ranging from 10 ,5 to 10 ,40 at multiples of 10. Table 1 
